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CHELSEA CLOCK
America’s Authentic Nautical Timepiece.

For more than a century, the chelsea name  

has been as much a part oF the sea as the tides;  

as much a part oF the sailing liFe as the call  

to explore and discover. 
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Since 1897, mariners from ports worldwide have marked their moments on the 

water with a Chelsea clock. Born from an abiding passion for excellence and 

innovation, Chelsea Clock has long enjoyed a reputation as the finest maker 

of precision marine mechanical clocks. Designed and meticulously crafted by 

elite master clock makers, our nautical pieces adhere to the highest standards, 

ensuring accuracy and longevity – no matter what the changing sea conditions. 

Each is a superb work of art, blending classic style and exceptional strength to 

ensure lasting beauty and reliability for generations.

Today, Chelsea clocks, barometers and tide instruments can be found aboard 

seafaring vessels of all kinds – from luxury yachts to U.S. Navy destroyers; 

sailboats to cruise ships. Many are still hand-made right here in Chelsea, 

Massachusetts, by skilled artisans who employ the same time-honored 

techniques to shape raw materials such as solid brass into magnificent works 

of art. But what makes Chelsea the choice for so many goes far beyond its 

reputation as an exquisite time machine. Because a Chelsea does more than 

reflect the passing minutes – it marks life’s most memorable moments. 



In 1936, United States Navy 

Admiral Richard E. Byrd, Jr., 

extends his gratitude to Chelsea 

Clock for the marine clocks 

used on his expedition to the 

South Pole. Byrd, a pioneering 

American aviator and polar 

explorer, is the recipient of the 

U.S. Medal of Honor, the highest 

honor for heroism.
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By 1939, Chelsea Clock was 

already producing hundreds 

of marine clocks for the 

U.S. Government. With the 

increasing war activities of 

World War II,  the company 

was challenged to dramatically 

increase production and, in turn, 

tripled its workforce. 



the ship’s bell clock 

This distinctive, handcrafted mechanical timepiece signals the passing of 
time with gentle, rich-sounding chimes – eight bells at 4, 8 and 12 o’clock  
to mark the end of a mariner’s four-hour watch, with one bell the first  
half-hour after, plus one additional bell with each subsequent half-hour.  
Behind its classic, hand-silvered dial, 364 precision brass parts – many 
plated with gold – and 11 jewel movements, all of which are made in 
Chelsea, Massachusetts, ensure accuracy in time and enduring quality for 
years to come. Since the first patented Ship’s Bell left our factory in 1900, 
it has been held as the standard by which all other Chelsea clocks are 
measured. 6" dial; lacquered solid forged brass case; hinged bezel.  
Five-year warranty. 

Item: 20496
Weight: 9.2 lbs.
Dimensions: 7" Dia. X 3 3/8" D.
Also available: 6" Dial, Nickel Finish – 90496; 8 1/2" Dial, Brass Finish – 20937;  
8 1/2" Dial, Nickel Finish – 90937; 4 1/2" Dial, Brass Finish – 20501; 4 1/2" Dial, Nickel Finish – 90501

andover classic

The Andover Classic is a superb timepiece in the Chelsea tradition 
of fine craftsmanship and distinctive clock making. Featuring our 
signature key-wind Ship’s Bell chiming mechanism, this distinctive 
clock features a highly-polished solid forged brass case set atop 
a luxurious, hand-finished walnut wood base. Boasting a deeply 
etched silver dial, the Andover Classic features beautifully detailed 
decorative hands and hand applied gold-plated numerals. 8 1/2" dial. 
Five-year warranty. 

Item: 29082
Weight: 27 lbs.
Dimensions: 12 3/4"H x 14"W x 5 3/4"D

the ship’s bell barometer 

Our classic Ship’s Bell Barometer, designed as a companion piece to 
the Ship’s Bell Clock, features a double bellows holosteric movement 
that mechanically measures changes in atmospheric pressure to foretell 
changing weather. Readings of “Stormy,” “Rain,” “Change,” “Fair,” or 
“Very Dry” are handsomely displayed on the piece’s rich, hand-silvered 
dial. The 4 1/2" and 6" dial editions of this precision instrument also 
include a thermometer tube that provides accurate temperature 
readings. Barometer movements are calibrated to sea level and can be 
adjusted for altitudes up to 5,000 feet above sea level upon request.  
6" dial; lacquered solid forged brass case; hinged bezel. Five-year warranty. 

Item: 20825
Weight: 10 lbs.
Dimensions: 7" Dia. X 3 3/8" D.
Also available: 6" Dial, Nickel Finish – 90825; 4 1/2" Dial, Brass Finish – 20625; 4 1/2" Dial,  
Nickel Finish – 90625; 8 1/2" Dial, Brass Finish– 20941; 8 1/2" Dial, Nickel Finish – 90941
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the mariner

Considered one of the finest nautically-inspired clocks ever made in this country, the Mariner is a true masterpiece of American clock 
making. An exact reproduction of an original yacht wheel, the Mariner was first patented and produced by Chelsea Clock in 1911. Featuring 
our renowned chiming Ship’s Bell mechanism, this exquisite timepiece boasts 11 jewel movements and 364 brass and gold-plated precision 
parts. Its forged solid brass bezel opens with the original “shield” hinge-and-latch design. The clock’s dial is painstakingly crafted 
of deeply etched brass that is hand silvered, enameled and lacquered. The wood base and back are crafted of solid mahogany, while 
the wheel’s ring and base are finished using our own lustrous hand-rubbed copper bronze process and lacquered to prevent tarnish. 
Presented in a luxurious custom-designed gift box.  
6" dial. Five-year warranty.

Item: 2003
Weight: 33 lbs.
Dimensions: 17 1/2"H x 14"W x 5 1/2"D



All of our Ship’s Bell clocks, including the Mariner and the Pilot, are accompanied by a 

Certificate of Authenticity, and are individually numbered and registered in the official  

Chelsea Clock manufacturing log.
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the pilot
 
The Pilot echoes the beauty and majesty 
of our famed Mariner clock and makes it 
suitable for wall display. This magnificent 
nautically-inspired timepiece features all of the 
distinctive qualities of its mantle counterpart, 
including our exclusive handcrafted chiming 
Ship’s Bell mechanism. Presented in a custom-
designed gift box. 6" dial. Five-year warranty. 

Item: 2004
Weight: 15 lbs.
Dimensions: 14" Dia. x 3"D

the shipstrike mechanical clock 

Our Shipstrike Mechanical Clock offers many of the same distinctive features 
as our signature Ship’s Bell clock – including chiming bell tones, a high-quality 
forged solid brass case and hinged bezel. However, unlike our Ship’s Bell, this 
specially-engineered clock incorporates a precision-crafted jewel German 
movement. 6" dial. Two-year warranty.

Item: 40026
Weight: 7 lbs.
Dimensions: 5 11/16 Dia. x 3 1/2" D.
Also available: 4 1/2" Dial  
Shipstrike Mechanical  
Clock - 40013

the shipstrike Quartz clock

For those who seek the charm of our traditional Ship’s Bell chime, 
but the convenience of a fine German quartz movement, we offer 
the Shipstrike Quartz clock. Crafted from forged solid brass, this 
clock features an easy-to-remove screw bezel and a sweep second 
hand. 4 1/2" dial. Battery operated. Two-year warranty.

Item: 40033
Weight: 7 lbs.
Dimensions: 5 11/16 Dia. x 3 1/2" D.
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carbon Fiber barometer

The Carbon Fiber Barometer features a double bellows holosteric barometer 
movement, and a carbon fiber etched dial with both inch and milibar scales. 
4 1/2" dial. Two-year warranty.

Item: 80120
Weight: 6 lbs.
Dimensions: 5 3/4" Dia. X 2 1/2" D.
Also available: 4 1/2" Dial, Brass Finish - 40120 

carbon Fiber tide

Our Carbon Fiber Tide instrument features a stunning carbon fiber etched 
dial and bold sport-style hands. 4 1/2" dial. Two-year warranty. Designed to 
display tide readings for East Coast (USA) only.

Item: 80143
Weight: 9 lbs.
Dimensions: 5 3/4" Dia. X 2 1/2" D.

carbon Fiber 12-hour clock

Sleek and contemporary, the Carbon Fiber 12-Hour Clock brings notable 
style to every hour of the day with its striking etched carbon fiber dial, 
bold sport-style hands, and white enameled numerals. 4 1/2" dial. Two-year 
warranty.  

Item: 80150
Weight: 5 lbs.
Dimensions: 5 3/4 Dia. x 2 1/2" D.

the carbon Fiber collection

The Carbon Fiber Collection masterfully blends the intricacy of fine watch face design, the dramatic 

styling of carbon fiber and the strength of solid forged brass cases to create a truly unique series of 

clocks, barometers and tide instruments. A distinctive addition to any boat or home, these pieces 

feature precision etched carbon fiber dials and classic screw bezels for a striking, bold look.

carbon Fiber Flag clock

The Carbon Fiber Flag clock features a precision etched carbon fiber dial with 
richly-colored enameled nautical flags representing the numerals one through 
twelve. Stylish sport hands add to the dramatic look of this exceptional 
timepiece. 4 1/2" dial. Two-year warranty.

Item: 80119
Weight: 9 lbs.
Dimensions: 5 3/4" Dia. X 2 1/2" D.
Also available: 4 1/2" Dial Carbon Fiber Clock, Brass Finish – 40119



the polaris collection

Boasting the allure of elegant watch styling and the timelessness of classic clock design, the Polaris 

Collection is a true work of art. This extraordinary series features a subtle contrasting matte and frosted 

silver dial adorned with bold cobalt blue numerals, as well as a traditional screw bezel with handsome 

beveled glass.
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polaris 12/24 hour clock

In the tradition of fine nautical timekeeping, the Polaris 12/24 Hour  
Clock offers both AM/PM and military hours. Its dial features black 
enamel 12- and 24-hour markings and bold sport-style hands.  
4 1/2" dial. Two-year warranty.

Item: 40135
Weight: 6 lbs.
Dimensions: 5 3/4" Dia. X 2 1/2" D.

polaris barometer

Our Polaris Barometer features a double bellows holosteric barometer 
movement, with black enamel inch and milibar scales. 4 1/2" dial.  
Two-year warranty. 

Item: 40133
Weight: 6 lbs.
Dimensions: 5 3/4" Dia. X 2 1/2" D.

polaris tide

A 4 1/2" precision etched silver toned dial and bold sport-style hands 
give our Polaris Tide a distinctive and timeless look. Designed to 
display tide readings for East Coast (USA) only. Two-year warranty.

Item: 40147
Weight: 6 lbs.
Dimensions: 5 3/4" Dia. X 2 1/2" D.



Chelsea Clock produced clocks 

for thousands of navy vessels 

used during WWII, such as the 

USS S-36 Submarine. In 1943, the 

company was presented with 

the prestigious “E” award from 

the U.S. Government for wartime 

production excellence.
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During the metals shortage of World 

War II, the U.S. Navy challenged 

Chelsea to develop an alternative 

casing for its brass nautical 

timepieces: a material that would 

withstand the rigors of battle 

and every-day sea life. This gave 

birth to Chelsea’s phenolic resin 

case, a lightweight yet highly 

durable material that would not 

break nor shatter like conventional 

plastic. Phenolic resign is used to 

manufacture Patriot and Radio 

Room clocks to this day. 



voyager collection

Our Voyager Collection of fine nautical timepieces and barometers is designed for display in a variety of 

settings – especially where space may be limited. Skillfully crafted from solid forged brass and machined to 

an exquisite matte finish, the Voyager Collection boasts clean lines and fresh, contemporary styling.
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voyager barometer

The maintenance-free Voyager Barometer features an easy-
to-read dial with inch and millibar scales and a precision, 
German-engineered single bellows holosteric movement. 
Accented by a handsome beveled glass crystal, this compact 
seafaring instrument is calibrated to sea level and can be 
adjusted for altitudes up to 5,000' above sea level. It mounts 
to most any surface and features a screw bezel, allowing easy 
access for removal and adjustments. Hand lacquered to be 
weather-resistant and prevent tarnish. Two-year warranty. 

Item: 20997
Weight: 1.75 lbs.
Dimensions: 3 13/16" Dia. X 1 1/2" D.
Also available: Voyager Barometer, White Dial – 20996

voyager clock

This precision quartz movement clock features a 3 1/2" dial 
with 12- and 24-hour markings and classically detailed hands. 
Accented by a distinctive beveled glass crystal, this smartly 
designed timepiece mounts easily to most any surface and 
features a screw bezel for simple access to time adjustment 
and battery replacement. Flawlessly hand lacquered to be 
weather-resistant and prevent tarnish. Two-year warranty. 

Item: 20994
Weight: 1.75 lbs.
Dimensions: 3 13/16" Dia. X 1 1/2" D.
Also available: Voyager Clock, Ebony Dial – 20995
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chart Weight compass

Navigate in style with this classically-designed chart weight compass. Milled from solid brass, 
this nickel-plated compass is lacquered and hand-buffed, and has a felt-lined base, just as its 
companion chart weight clock. Two-year warranty.

Item: 90982
Weight: 1.15 lbs.
Dimensions: 3 1/2" Dia. X 3/4" H.
Also available: Chart Weight Compass, Brass - 20982

chart Weight clock

Our classic chart weight clock is the perfect addition to any navigator’s desk or station. Crafted 
from solid brass, this quartz chart weight clock is lacquered and hand-buffed to a lustrous, 
tarnish-resistant finish. The clock’s base is felt lined to protect surfaces and prevent slipping. 
Two-year warranty. 

Item: 20981
Weight: 1.15 lbs.
Dimensions:  3 1/2" Dia. X 3/4" H.
Also available: Chart Weight Clock, Nickel Finish - 90982

constitution

Named for the USS Constitution, the first ship commissioned 
by the U.S. Navy, this exquisite, nautically-inspired timepiece 
captures the grandeur and stately elegance of this celebrated 
vessel. Its forged solid brass case hosts a softly reflective hand-
silvered dial, etched with classically-styled black numerals. 
Refined details such as a stepped pedestal base and ball feet 
make this clock the perfect complement to any room décor.  
3 1/2" dial; precision quartz movement. Two-year warranty.

Item: 20886
Weight: 8 lbs.
Dimensions: 5 1/2"H x 5 1/4"W x 2 1/8"D
Also available: Nickel finish - 90886 
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patriot deck clock

An authentic reproduction of Chelsea Clock’s WWII era navy engine 
room deck clock, the Patriot Deck Clock features exact details 
of the original model that could be found on thousands of navy 
vessels dating back to the early 1900s. The case is custom made 
from phenolic resin, a durable, heat resistant material designed 
to last for decades. While brass was, and still is, typically used in 
the production of Chelsea clocks, the company turned to phenolic 
cases during war time due to the metal’s shortage. This unique 
timepiece also features 12- and 24-hour markings, a hinged bezel, 
military-style dial and a sweep second hand. 6" dial; matching wood 
screws for mounting. 

Item: 20992
Weight: 1.5 lbs.
Dimensions: 7 5/16" Dia. X 2 3/8" D.
Also available: 6" Black Dial - 20993

radio room clock

The sinking of the Titanic resulted in the Radio Act of 1912, requiring 
24-hour radio watches at sea. The disaster also led to the design of 
a special Radio Room clock, which features two 3-minute periods 
marked in red to indicate a period of silence when only emergency 
radio messages can be transmitted. Two green markings designate 
periods of silence during which one must listen for coastal distress 
signals. Over the years Chelsea has produced thousands of these 
types of clocks according to US Government specifications for use 
aboard military vessels. The case is custom made from phenolic 
resin, a durable heat resistant material designed to last for decades. 
This unique timepiece also features 12- and 24-hour markings, a 
hinged bezel, military-style dial and a sweep second hand. 6" dial; 
matching wood screws for mounting.

Item: 40101
Weight: 1.5 lbs.
Dimensions: 7 5/16" Dia. X 2 3/8" D.



In 1976, Bill Hilliard, then vice 

president and general manager 

of Chelsea Clock, presented the 

USS Constitution, known as “Old 

Ironsides,” with a Chelsea Twenty-

Four Hour nautical clock. 
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In 2006, explorers find a Chelsea 

clock aboard the USS Saratoga, 

the second air craft carrier of the 

U.S. Navy and the fifth ship to bear 

her name.  Launched in 1920, the 

Saratoga is one of only three fleet 

aircraft carriers built before the war 

to survive and serve throughout its 

involvement in World War II.



accessories and personalization

We are pleased to offer a wide range of accessories and personalization options to enhance your Chelsea 

Clock timepiece, barometer or tide instrument. Choose from a broad selection of distinctive, hand-rubbed 

wood bases and mounting plaques. Or personalize a Chelsea for yourself or someone special with exquisite 

engraving, monogramming or imprinting. Visit our website at www.ChelseaClock.com for a complete 

selection of accessories and personalization services, exclusively from Chelsea Clock.

customization opportunities

We welcome the chance to collaborate with you on creating a unique 

Chelsea Clock piece, customized to suit your needs. We invite you 

to contact us to learn how select items showcased in this brochure 

may be detailed to your most exacting specifications. 

custom dial engraving and imprinting

solid Wood bases and plaques



Two Hundred Eighty Four Everett Avenue

Chelsea, Massachusetts 02150-1515

Tel 617-884-0250 • Fax 617-830-0599

www.ChelseaClock.com


